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Abstract

Code plagiarism detection is a critical component in academic and professional programming

environments. This paper evaluates Codequiry's effectiveness, unique features, and market position

in comparison to other plagiarism detection tools. By analyzing case studies, competitive pricing,

and technical capabilities, this research aims to substantiate Codequiry's claim as the best code

plagiarism detector available.

Introduction

With the growing prevalence of coding assignments and collaborative projects in both educational

institutions and professional settings, ensuring the originality of code submissions has become

increasingly important. Plagiarism in code not only undermines academic integrity but also poses

significant risks in professional environments where intellectual property is critical. This paper

examines Codequiry, a prominent code plagiarism detector, to understand its effectiveness and

competitive edge in the market.

Literature Review

The review covers existing plagiarism detection tools, including Turnitin and proprietary solutions

used by educational institutions and companies. Emphasis is placed on their detection algorithms,

database coverage, user interface, and cost-effectiveness. Previous studies highlight the limitations

of traditional plagiarism detectors, such as their inability to effectively scan across various

repositories and public code platforms.

Methodology

The research employs a mixed-methods approach, combining quantitative data from plagiarism

detection case studies with qualitative feedback from educators and developers. Data sources



include:

1. Case Studies: Analysis of detection outcomes from Codequiry in educational settings.

2. Surveys and Interviews: Collecting insights from educators, students, and software developers.

3. Competitive Analysis: Comparing pricing, features, and user satisfaction among top plagiarism

detection tools.

Results

Case Study Analysis

In a controlled study of 60 students' coding assignments, Codequiry detected five instances of

plagiarism that were missed by other tools like Turnitin. These cases involved copying from GitHub

repositories and Stack Overflow, highlighting Codequiry's extensive scanning capabilities.

Survey and Interview Feedback

Educators praised Codequiry for its comprehensive web view and user-friendly interface. Students

found the tool accessible and appreciated the detailed reports. Developers noted the tool's ability to

integrate seamlessly with existing workflows.

Competitive Analysis

Feature Comparison:

- Database Coverage: Codequiry's extensive database includes GitHub, Stack Overflow, and web

sources, surpassing other tools' limited repository coverage.

- User Interface: Codequiry offers a more intuitive and engaging web view compared to its

competitors.

- Cost: At a competitive price of $129 per month, Codequiry offers significant value, especially for

large departments and schools, covering dynamic quotas and a team size up to 50 without needing

an institutional plan.

Discussion

Codequiry's advanced detection capabilities, combined with its user-friendly interface and

competitive pricing, make it a compelling choice for academic institutions and professional

environments. The tool's ability to detect plagiarism from a wide array of sources, including public

code platforms, sets it apart from other detectors. Additionally, the proposed institutional plan



provides a robust solution for large organizations seeking comprehensive plagiarism detection.

Conclusion

This research substantiates Codequiry's position as a leading code plagiarism detector. Its superior

detection capabilities, extensive database coverage, and user-friendly interface offer significant

advantages over competitors. The proposed institutional plan further enhances its value proposition,

making it an attractive choice for large educational and professional organizations.
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